




WHERE SHALL WE GO?

WHERE IS CALORIN ?

I HAVE A NEW "BRAUNSCHWEIG CARD"!

I NEED TO GET TICKETS FOR THE DANCE 
PERFORMANCE!

3Breathing Braunschweig

Together with two friends she arrives early in the 
morning. The balloons are already visible from a 
distance and they decide to go to the nearest balloon 
to get information about today's events. From the 
pole of the balloon the obtain a day-card. This gives 
them access to all the events and here is the magic: 
if you get close to a balloon, it 'registers' your card 

and blows up a little. 'Look! that red balloon over there 
is suddenly growing!' Paula screams. 'That must be 
the dance performance on the roof! Let's go! It is 
almost starting!' One of her friends has read about the 
driving park and prefers to take a ride on the park. 
"Give me your card numbers, and I will trace you later 
today" she says. It is not difficult to locate the park: 

only one green balloon is fully blown up. The whole 
day they hop from one balloon to the other. The 
balloons are not only a useful and fun orientation tool 
but also give the city a truly different and fresh look.

"I feel like Alice in Wonderland" Paula says in the end 
of the day. "Am I dreaming?"



4Breathing Braunschweig

PANORAMA VIEW INTERFACE 
The panorama interface of every balloon processes 
information connected to that specific place such as 
population, history and cultural data. It registers 
people anonymously and reproduces all sorts of 
souvenirs unique to that time and place. 
One souvenir is called ALIBI, a place-time tracing 
diagram that shows you how you moved through 

Braunschweig during a certain time. Combined with 
other people's ALIBI, you can discover where and 
when you were sharing the same time and place 
coordinates.
You can also obtain a time-population diagram, show-
ing the movement and densities of people in 
Braunschweig. Another example is the place-history 

diagram, showing you in a very easy way the history 
of that place.

Place - history diagram ALIBI Time population diagram

10:00~18:00
Exhibition
Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum


